Velda Classic
Ergonomical comfort
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Superior ergonomics
The mattresses in the Velda Classic collection offer superior
comfort thanks to an intelligent combination of pocketspring
technology and qualitative comfort layers.
The mattresses are finished either with fixed covers, traditionally tufted, either with removable, washable cover. The removable cover can be chosen with or without washable wool
for maximum hygiene.

Mattress Pocket Royal
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Mattress Grand Duc
CLASSIC finishing
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Classic
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Mattress Empereur
DE LUXE finishing
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A story of springs
The mattresses of the Velda Classic collection distinguish themselves by the differences in their interiors and the finishing of their covers. They combine one or more
pocketspring layers with comfort layers in superior Pulse®, traditional latex or quality
foam.

7 comfort zones, 3 wire thicknesses
Each Velda Classic mattress uses a unique pocketspring core with 7 comfort zones
and 375 springs per m2 as a basic feature. This means 1.050 springs and individual points of support in a mattress of 180x200cm. This core is always composed of
springs with three different wire thicknesses (S= Soft/ M= Medium/ F= Firm). For you,
this means an even better ergonomic support for your body, and greater sleeping
comfort.
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Pulse® comfort layer
In addition to the unique Classic 7 zoned core, comfort layers in revolutionary Pulse® latex or durable polyurethane foam ensure a unique experience. Pulse® latex
has a unique cell structure due to its microwave production process that produces
inside-outward structuring. This results in a unique and durable sleeping comfort. In
addition, it is the most ecological process in the latex market.

Mattress Pulse Elite
PREMIUM finishing
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Posturfil® pocketspring
The Emperor and the Grand Duc mattresses
have extra layers of small Posturfil® pocketsprings on top of the standard Classic 7 zoned
core. These small Posturfil® springs inside an
elastic, breathable membrane closely follow
all movements of your body.
The multi-layer pocketspring core provides a
unique comfort. Stability of the core is ensured
by anchoring the various layers to each other.
Velda Classic mattresses are available with a
removable and washable cover or a fixed cover, outside tufted in a traditional way.

Pocket Royal collection
The Pulse Elite and Pocket Royal mattresses are
distinguished by the diversity in the comfort layers on both sides of the pocketspring core. From
Pulse® latex quality to traditional latex or even
visco-elastic memory foam. Ergonomic comfort
assured!
The deco mattress in the Velda Classic deco
combination offers on both sides of its pocketspring core a comfort layer in Pulse® latex, the
corresponding topper mattress has a core in
100% Pulse® latex quality.
All mattresses are available in three or even four
different firmnesses: soft, medium, firm and extra firm.

Deco mattress and topper
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Finish
Your Velda Classic mattress is available in three cover finishings: Classic, Premium or Deluxe.
The Classic finishing offers you an external tufted mattress
with high quality Belgian Damask, according to traditional
techniques.
The Premium finishing offers a removable cover which is
washable up to 30°C. This finishing includes the Aegis Premium® protection.
The Deluxe finishing offers a removable cover. Thanks to its
unique washable wool, this cover can be washed without
any problems up to 30°C.

Classic-finishing

Premium-finishing

Deluxe-finishing
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AEGIS PREMIUM
Lasting hygienic and fresh sleeping
comfort

Aegis Premium® is a high-quality brand for hightech mattresses, with covers and underlying
comfort layers with the following characteristics:
anti-microbial, anti-dust mite, moisture regulation.

Optimal protection against dust mites and
micro-organisms

Aegis Premium® creates an environment in which the
dust mites cannot grow further. The dust mites require
micro-organisms in its food cycle. Aegis Premium® disrupts the growth of bacteria and fungi that are the most
significant cause of bad odours in your sleeping comfort.

Lasting luxurious feeling

Aegis Premium® is permanently attached to the surface
of the fibres of the mattress cover and the comfort layer.
Its function is assured in time even after washing the removable cover.
More info see www.aegis-premium.be

DE LUXE FINISHING
With the DELUXE cover finishing, Velda Classic offers a unique washable mattress cover quilted on wool. The wool
used is Lavalan® washable wool quality which enables the
cover to be machine washable up to 30°C max. Lavalan®
washable wool is tested against shrinking and retains its original dimensions; even after a wash. No harmful substances
are used, the wool remains extremely breathable and retains
all natural properties.
Logo			
textiles vertrauen

Lavalan has been Woolmark tested
and is certified OEKO-TEX 100

More info see www.lavalan.de
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Classic
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Velda Classic Boxspring
Handcrafted manufacturing
Velda Classic boxsprings, like the mattresses, are handcrafted in our own
workshops in Belgium. The boxsprings are available in flat or electrically
adjustable versions. The Velda Classic fabric choice offers a wide variety in
deco fabrics including a finishing in AQUACLEAN® or leather look fabrics
in different colours.
With AQUACLEAN®, even the toughest stains can be easily removed with
water. More info see www.aquaclean.com

Velda Classic - flat

Pocket

Bonnell

Velda Classic boxsprings offer you the choice between a base with a
pocketspring interior, or a slightly stronger version with Bonnell interior
springs.
Pocket-electric

Velda Classic - electrically adjustable
The electrically adjustable versions all have with the patented E-Functional® mechanism: an extremely comfortable system for adjusting your bed.
When adjusting the base, the foot and backrest components continuously
realign with each other to offer the most comfortable body support at all
times. The E-Functional® mechanism also offers relaxing sitting comfort.
The sleeping system is available in two-, three-, or four-motor versions.

E-FUNCTIONAL
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Headboard
From classic to contemporary

Velda Classic headboards go from classic to contemporary design.
Each headboard can be supplied in a wide variety of colours from the Velda Classic fabric collection. Each headboard is available in a wide range
of deco fabrics (treated with AQUACLEAN®) and leather look in different
colors. The height of the headboards varies from 80 to 127 cm. The width
can extend to 220 cm.

Ceres

Athos

Vesta

Ares

Minerva

Feet
Velda Classic feet offer the
bed a personalized character, you choose.

Decorative plinth
Personalize your Velda Classic boxspring with the 3-sided wooden decorative
plinth available in oak, wenge, black or aluminium colour.

Diana
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MATTRESS
Superior comfort

Comfort
layer

Core

Springs

Finishing

Mattress

Empereur

Grand Duc

thickness & quality

40mm Pulse latex

40mm Pulse latex

Posturfil
comfort layer

2x

1x

Classic
pocketspring

yes

yes

springs per m2

1 065

720

comfortzones

7

7

Posturfil

height 38mm

height 38mm

Classic
pocketspring

height 145mm

height 145mm

version

Classic

Deluxe

Premium

Classic

Deluxe

Premium

fabric

Belgian damask

double jersey

double jersey

Belgian damask

double jersey

double jersey

quilting

wool and silk

wool

Aegis Premium

wool and silk

wool

Aegis Premium

removable cover

no

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

washable cover

-

30°C max

30°C max

-

30°C max

30°C max

height

31cm

27cm

choices in comfort

S/M/F

S / M / F / XF

option
2 comfort ratings in 1

-

yes

yes

-

yes

yes
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Classic

DECO
Pulse Elite

Pocket Royal

Deco mattress

Topper

both sides:
40mm Pulse latex

both sides:
Royal Visco: 40mm visco
Royal latex: 30mm latex
Royal HD50: 25mm HD50

both sides:
40mm Pulse latex

60mm Pulse latex

-

-

-

-

yes

yes

yes

-

375

375

375

-

7

7

7

-

-

-

-

-

height 145mm

height 145mm

height 145mm

-

Deluxe

Premium

Wool

Premium

double jersey

double jersey

double jersey

double jersey

wool

Aegis Premium

wool

yes

yes

30°C max

30°C max

yes

Deluxe

Premium

DECO-fabric
or Leatherlook

double jersey

double jersey

Aegis Premium

Aerotec 3D®

wool

Aegis Premium

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

30°C max

60°C max

-

30°C max

30°C max

23cm

visco: 23cm / latex: 22cm / HD50: 21cm

24cm

9cm

S / M / F / XF

S / M / F / XF

S / M / F / XF

M

-

-

yes

yes

yes

velda.net

